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Introduction 
 
This work is an unpublished manuscript. Two volumes (covering parishes A-L and L-W 
respectively) are in the possession of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society and kept in 
the Society’s Library at the Leicester Guildhall. A third volume belonging to the set 
(covering Bellfounders of Leicester) is in private ownership and its present whereabouts are 
unknown. A photocopy exists, however, in the possession of George Dawson and this has 
been used to complete the set for this scanned version of the work. 
 
The descriptive details from the title-pages of the three volumes are as follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From these images it is quite clear that the three parts, although no longer kept together, 
belong to the same work. 
 
The work is not dated, but it is clear from examination of the entries that it was compiled - as 
is inevitable with surveys requiring visits to churches across a wide area - over several 
decades. He noted the dates of some of his inspection visits. The dated entries are mainly of 
the 1920s, but the range is between 1909 (Kirby Muxloe) and the 1950s. He continued to add 
material to the volume right up to 1961-2, but mainly from information supplied by others 
(especially by John Taylor & Co, the Loughborough bellfounders and bellhangers). 
 
It is not possible to indicate a single date or even a range of dates with accuracy. Nor is it 
possible to suggest when Morris started to put the material together in these volumes, except 
that by the 1940s he was making annotations to entries already made. It looks as though he 
wrote it all up from earlier notes around 1940, as entries for Hose, Medbourne and Thornton 
in 1938-9 include dates but are without later alterations. Certainly by 1945 (e.g. Illston-on-
the-Hill) he was adding to material already in the original entry. Among the loose papers are 
letters written by Morris as expert adviser on bells to the Leicester Diocesan Advisory 
Committee in the 1950s and early 1960s. 
 
Letters in the volumes indicate Morris’s intentions regarding the material. One letter from the 
Bishop of Leicester dated 18 February 1953 (Vol.2 p.200-01-2) shows that Morris had 
signalled his intention to leave his work “in due course” to the Diocesan Library, Later in the 
same year, in September 1953, he explored the possibility of having the work published by 
the Leicestershire Archaeological Society (Clarke letter in Vol.1 p.000-1c). However, the 
survey was never published and in the end the material passed not to the Diocese but instead 
to the Leicestershire Archaeological Society.  



 
The work is basically in two sections. First comes a listing of the bells in each parish, 
arranged alphabetically - the gazetteer. Second is the account of Leicester and Leicestershire 
Bellfounders - the founders’ chapters. As becomes clear on examination, this is by no means 
an entirely original work by Morris. It is in reality an update of Thomas North’s Church Bells 
of Leicestershire, originally published in 1876. In many cases the text in the gazetteer is 
entirely North’s. In the founders’ chapters, it is quite clearly a ‘scissors and paste’ job with 
interpolations within extracts cut from a copy of the original book.  
 
For all that, however, the work is still useful in providing a useful update by giving additional 
details and in amending and correcting North’s account in the light of later discoveries and 
knowledge. 
 
This scanned version 
 
The idea of making Morris’s work available more widely was suggested by Chris Pickford 
and George Dawson of the John Taylor Bellfoundry Museum in 2014. Through the Hon. 
Librarian, Aubrey Stevenson, the Leicestershire Archaeological Society made available the 
original volumes for the production of this CD-ROM image version. The scanning was 
undertaken at Loughborough in April and May 2015, and the images were adjusted and titled 
by Chris Pickford subsequently.  
 
In this version the pages of the original manuscript and any loose items have been scanned in 
the order in which they appear in the volume. The original is not paginated so the numbering 
has been added. To assist speedy retrieval, the pages have been individually titled (e.g. by 
place name or subject). A few items out of order in the original have been copied and 
duplicate images slotted into the logical sequence, but these are identified as copies in the 
file-names. 
 
Contents 
 
Vol.1 - Contains the Gazetteer - parishes Ab Kettleby to Leicester St.Margaret 

Loose items and extraneous content (not mentioning items directly related to the 
parish entries or main text) includes: 
p.000 (1c) Letter from David Clarke, Leicester Museum, to Ernest Morris regarding the 

publication of the manuscript, 29 September 1953 
p.001 (1b) Details of bells at Hinckley Roman Catholic Church and Ratcliffe College 

Chapel, from John Taylor & Co, 1960 
p.001 (1c-d) Extracts from Churchwardens’ Accounts for Aylestone (1659 and 1706), 

Husbands Bosworth (1695-7), Shepshed (1660-61) and Barwell (1713-5) 
p.184 (2-4) Receipt for £30 collected from various towers towards the Cathedral bells, 

25 April 1937, and letter to Morris from the Provost, F.B. Macnutt 
 

 
Vol.2 - Contains the Gazetteer - Leicester St.Martin (the Cathedral) to Wymondham 

Loose items and extraneous content (not mentioning items directly related to the 
parish entries or main text) includes: 
p.160-9 Additional bells - secular: Loughborough War Memorial Carillon, Taylor’s 

carillon at Loughborough, Taylor’s Bellfoundry Campanile, Leicester 
Municipal Buildings, Ashby Folville Hall, Ragdale Hall, Leicester St.Peter’s 
R.C. Church, Mount St.Bernard monastery 

p.170-8 Latin Inscriptions on Church Bells in the Leicester Diocese 
p.179 Table of bell weights and diameters 
p.180-3 Summary of Leicestershire bells by date 
p.184-95 Comparison between the number of bells in each church as recorded by 

North (1876) and in 1952 



p.196 Analysis by date and founder 
p.197 Morris article on “The Church Bells of Leicestershire” from Ringing World 

13 February 1953 and brief note from Leicester Diocesan Leaflet April 1953 
p.198 Extracts from Packington Churchwardens’ accounts 1680-1876 
p.199 Newspaper article with photographs of the new bells for St.Margaret’s, 

Leicester (Illustrated Leicester Chronicle, 17 December 1921) 
p.200 Letter from the Bishop of Leicester to Ernest Morris, 18 February 1953 
p.201 (1) Article on “Peal Ringing in Leicestershire” by the Rev. K.W.H. Felstead 

from Ringing World 8 April 1955 p.217 
p.201 (4-5) Article “A peal in every ringing tower in Leicestershire: Mr. Ernest Morris 

tells his experiences” from Ringing World 1 March 1957 p.138, 8 March 
1957 p.154, 15 March 1957 p.172 

p.202 (1-5) Letter to Morris from F.A. Greenhill, 22 January 1955, and offprint of 
Greenhill’s article from Monumental Brass Society Transactions Vol.IX 
Pt.III (July 1964) on “Some Leicestershire Indents: St.George’s, Southwark” 

 
Vol.3 - Contains the Bellfounders’ Chapters  

Sub-sections as titled, roughly in chronological order for the Leicester founders, 
followed by “other founders of Leicestershire bells” and by an material on the 
Taylor Bellfoundry at Loughborough 

 
Other Morris papers 
 
Morris died in 1962, leaving a widow who survived him by about ten years. After her death, the 
ringers at St.Margaret’s were invited to remove Ernest’s remaining papers from the house when it was 
cleared. For some years they were stored in the belfry at St.Margaret’s until catalogued by the present 
writer in 1982. In 1984 the majority were placed on deposit in the Leicestershire Record Office - now 
the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland at Long Street, Wigston Magna, Leicester, 
LE18 2AH. The papers there are catalogued under the accession number DE 2641 and a full list is 
available. Among them is a further Leicestershire volume (ref: DE2641/70). 
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